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DESCRIPTION

The revolutionary SureFire Masterfire® Rapid Deploy Holster is 
the foundation of a dynamic system that accepts a wide range 
of pistols equipped with Picatinny rails. Its secure yet quick-
releasing lock mechanism interfaces with specific SureFire 
H-Series WeaponLights for unprecedented versatility. The open 
design of the MasterFire® holster accommodates red dot optics, 
plus suppressors such as the SF RYDER series. It provides Level 3 
retention with primary and secondary lock systems. 

The MasterFire’s ergonomic design allows for a fast, intuitive 
presentation from the holster. It can be set to automatically 
activate any SureFire H-Series WeaponLight when the weapon 
is deployed, saving critical time in high-stress situations when 
fractions of a second can literally mean the difference between 
life and death.

The MasterFire Rapid Deploy Holster is available in right-handed 
and left-handed versions. Choose the HD1-R for right-handed 
applications or the HD1-L for left-handed applications.

¼ Positions holster at optimized angle for a fast, consistent   
 draw stroke 

¼ Provides Level 3 retention, securing firearm with primary and  
 secondary locking systems 

¼ Available in right-handed (HD1-R) and left-handed (HD1-L)  
 versions

¼ Indexes off H-Series WeaponLights (XH30, XH35, XH55,   
 X400UH, X400VH), not the weapon, so it accommodates a  
 wide range of handguns 

¼ Can be set to automatically activate the WeaponLight and/or  
 laser, saving valuable time in high-stress situations 

¼ Open design accommodates red dot optics and even a   
 suppressor, including SF Ryder Series suppressors 

¼ Constructed of durable, lightweight polymer 

¼ Customizable for personal preferences and adjustable to fit  
 most any duty belt

FEATURES

HD1-R 084871326599
HD1-L 084871329118

PART# / UPC 

RAPID DEPLOY HOLSTER
Hd1 MAStERFiRE® 

HD1

CONSTRUCTON Fiber Reinforced Polymer

FINISH Black

WEIGHT 8.75 oz. (248 g)

LENGTH 8.25 inches (21 cm)

WIDTH 4.48 inches (11.4 cm)

DEPTH 3.34 inches (8.5 cm)
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Removable Leg Strap (Included)
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DESCRIPTION

The revolutionary SureFire Masterfire® Rapid Deploy Holster is 
the foundation of a dynamic system that accepts a wide range 
of pistols equipped with Picatinny rails. Its secure yet quick-
releasing lock mechanism interfaces with specific SureFire 
H-Series WeaponLights for unprecedented versatility. The open 
design of the MasterFire® holster accommodates red dot optics, 
plus suppressors such as the SF RYDER series. It provides Level 3 
retention with primary and secondary lock systems. 

The MasterFire’s ergonomic design allows for a fast, intuitive 
presentation from the holster. It can be set to automatically 
activate any SureFire H-Series WeaponLight when the weapon 
is deployed, saving critical time in high-stress situations when 
fractions of a second can literally mean the difference between 
life and death.

The MasterFire Rapid Deploy Holster is available in right-handed 
and left-handed versions. Choose the HD1-R-TN for right-handed 
applications or the HD1-L-TN for left-handed applications.

¼ Positions holster at optimized angle for a fast, consistent   
 draw stroke 

¼ Provides Level 3 retention, securing firearm with primary and  
 secondary locking systems 

¼ Available in right-handed (HD1-R-TN) and left-handed  
 (HD1-L-TN) versions

¼ Indexes off H-Series WeaponLights (XH30, XH35, XH55,   
 X400UH, X400VH), not the weapon, so it accommodates a  
 wide range of handguns 

¼ Can be set to automatically activate the WeaponLight and/or  
 laser, saving valuable time in high-stress situations 

¼ Open design accommodates red dot optics and even a   
 suppressor, including SF Ryder Series suppressors 

¼ Constructed of durable, lightweight polymer 

¼ Customizable for personal preferences and adjustable to fit  
 most any duty belt

FEATURES

HD1-R-TN 084871329798
HD1-L-TN 084871329804

PART# / UPC 

RAPID DEPLOY HOLSTER
Hd1 MAStERFiRE® 

HD1

CONSTRUCTON Fiber Reinforced Polymer

FINISH Black

WEIGHT 8.75 oz. (248 g)

LENGTH 8.25 inches (21 cm)

WIDTH 4.48 inches (11.4 cm)

DEPTH 3.34 inches (8.5 cm)
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Removable Leg Strap (Included)


